Glossary of legal terms
By Peter English, Surry Partners Lawyers
ABN

Australian Business Number - an identifier for dealings with the ATO and for future
dealings with other government departments and agencies.

AC N

Australian Company Number – issued by ASIC that uniquely identifies each
registered company/corporation.

ASI C

Australian Securities and Investments Commission

AT O

Australian Taxation Office

abrogat e

To repeal, cancel or abolish

acce ptance

One of three requisites to the formation of a binding contract (the other two being
an offer and consideration). A contract is a legally binding agreement between two
or more parties which starts with an offer from one person but which does not
become a contract until the other party signifies an unequivocal willingness to
accept the terms of that offer.

Act

Law passed by parliament, known as a bill before assent by governor or governorgeneral

act of ban kr upt cy

An action of a debtor that shows an inability to pay their creditors.

act of God

An event which is caused solely by the effect of nature or natural causes and
without any interference by humans whatsoever. Insurance contracts often
exclude “acts of God” from the list of insurable occurrences as a means to waive
their obligations for damage caused by hurricanes, floods or earthquakes.
See force majeure

agre emen t

An arrangement or an understanding between two or more parties made verbally,
in writing, by conduct or any combination of these. The term agreement
encompasses both deeds and contracts.

adjourn ment

When a Court case or formal hearing is put off to a later date

affidavit

A written statement in which the person signing states that the contents are, to the
best of their knowledge, true. It is made under oath or affirmed before a notary
public, justice of the peace, legal practitioner or other authorised officer. It can be
used to support an application or can be tendered by a party to a proceeding as
evidence in Court.

agent

An independent person or company with authority to act on behalf of another,
binding that other person as if he/she were themselves making the decisions. The
authority to act may be formally set out or may be implied.

Alt ernat ive
disp ute r eso lut ion
/ADR

ADR is an umbrella term that covers methods of attempting to resolve a dispute
without going to Court. Mediation and arbitration are types of ADR. Agreements
often have clauses in them requiring the parties to participate in ADR and
prescribing what processes they will follow if they disagree about anything in the
agreement. It typically involves a process much less formal than the traditional
Court process and includes the appointment of a third-party to preside over a
hearing between the parties.
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amendm ent

A variation to a contract agreed by all parties and usually set out in writing.

app eal

Application to a higher court to alter a decision of a lower court or tribunal, usually
because of a mistake in law. A common example would be an appeal from a
decision of a single judge, in say the Federal Court of Australia which would go to a
bench of three judges in that Court. Another example would be an appeal from the
Federal Court to the High Court of Australia.

arbitrati on

An alternative dispute resolution method by which an independent, neutral third
person arbitrator is appointed to hear and consider the merits of the dispute and
makes a final and binding decision, called an award, based on the evidence
presented by the parties.

arrear s

Payment that is overdue or made after the date when it fell due.

asse ssab le inc om e

Income on which liability to pay income tax is calculated.

asset

Anything of worth that is owned. The assets of a business include money in the
bank, accounts receivable, securities held in the name of the business, property or
buildings, equipment, fixtures, merchandise for sale or being made, supplies and all
things of value that the business owns. Assets also include intangible items like
“goodwill” and “intellectual property”.

assig nme nt

Legal transfer of a right or an interest in property from the owner to another person.

audit

Detailed checking of the financial records of a business by an independent qualified
person (auditor) in order to verify their correctness or to detect errors or fraud

bad debt s

Money owed to you that you cannot collect, due to the inability of the debtor to pay.

bankru ptc y

When the financial affairs of an individual are taken over by a trustee, following the
individual becoming unable to pay his or her debts. This requires a formal Court
process to take place.

benef iciar y

A person who is left something in a will or a person for whose benefit property is
held by trustees or executors.

boi ler pla te
clau ses

This is the term that lawyers use to describe the more generic or more common
provisions that appear in most agreements.

bona fid e

In good faith; honest or genuine.

bond

Payment by a tenant to a landlord before the tenant takes over the premises as
security for its obligations and from which the landlord may be able to deduct
arrears of rent or the cost of rectifying damage.

breac h

Failure by one of the parties to a contract to satisfactorily perform the service or
action agreed to in the contract.

busine ss na me

The name of a business officially listed in the state or territory Register of Business
Names. It is a legal requirement that person who carries on a business other than
under their own name, is obliged to register the business name they trade under.
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CPI

Consumer Price Index - a measure of the aggregate rise or fall in prices of
commonly used goods and services, published by the Commonwealth Government
as a basis, among other things, for deciding what overall increases should be made
to wages and salaries. The CPI is also often used to calculate rent increases on rent
reviews.

case la w /
com mon la w

The area of law developed by the courts while hearing and determining disputes
where those Courts interpret legislation and legal principles and precedents which
have been developed over time.

caveat e mpt or

Let the buyer beware. The common law principle that a buyer of goods where no
warranty is offered for them takes the risk of their quality on him or herself and had
no remedy against the seller, unless there was fraud.

certi ficat ion mark

A mark used to distinguish goods or services dealt with or provided in the course of
trade and certified by the trade mark owner (or by another person approved by the
owner) in relation to quality, accuracy or some other characteristic including
origin, material or mode of manufacture.

chatte l

Any item of property that is not freehold land. It is usually a movable article of
property (chattel personal) and includes intangible assets like debts, trademarks
and copyright.

cla sses

Patents, Trade Marks, Designs and Plant Breeder’s Rights each have an
internationally recognised classification system which divides their respective
applications into different technology groups, classes of services or goods, or plant
varieties. This classification system assists with searching IP Australia databases of
patents, trademarks, designs and plant varieties. Intellectual property rights in
respect of trademarks are restricted to the classes in which the goods or services are
registered.

– inte llect ua l
pro pe rt y

clear tit le

Outright ownership, without any debts or charges on the property.

cli ent-so lic itor
priv ileg e

A right that belongs to the client of a lawyer that the latter keep any information or
words spoken to him during the provision of the legal services to that client, strictly
confidential. This includes being shielded from evidence before a court of law.

codic il

An amendment to an existing will, by way of a separate document. The effect is that
the will is changed only to the extent of the codicil.

collate ral

Any type of property which has been formally committed to support or guarantee a
loan.

com pan y/cor p orat
ion

A registered legal entity which permits a group of people, as shareholders, to focus
on pursuing set objectives and empowered with legal rights which are usually only
reserved for individuals, including the right to sue and be sued, own property, hire
employees or loan and borrow money. The primary advantage of a company
structure is that it provides the shareholders with a right to participate in the profits
(by dividends) without any personal liability for the company’s debts - the
company absorbs the entire liability of the business – also referred to as limited
liability.
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conc ilia tio n

Process of resolving disputes which involves negotiations between parties, assisted
by an independent conciliator. Conciliation aims for mutual agreement, rather than
a decision in favour of one side made by that independent party.

condit ion
prec edent

A contractual condition that suspends the coming into effect of a contract unless or
until a certain event takes place. No binding contract exists until the agreed
condition occurs.

condit ion
sub seq uent

A condition in a contract that causes the contract to become invalid if a certain
event occurs. Opposite to a condition precedent. The happening of a condition
subsequent may invalidate a contract which was, until that time, fully valid and
binding.

confi dentia li ty /
non di sc lo sure

Protection against disclosure to an outside person or third party of information
revealed in a professional or contractual relationship. The terms of agreements are
sometimes required to be kept confidential. It is also common for a clause to
appear in an Agreement which lists the information relating to the Agreement that
must be kept confidential.

conf lict of
inter est

A situation where a person's fiduciary duty or contractual obligation towards
someone else, are or may be affected by their own interests.

con sent

Agreement to an action or arrangement.

con side rati on

The price (not necessarily money) paid by one party to the other party, as an
obligation under to a contract.

contin ge nt
liabi li ty

A liability which will only arise upon the happening of a certain event, for example,
the guarantor of a loan being asked to honour the guarantee if the borrower
defaults.

con stit uti on

A set of rules or principles according to which an organisation or other body is
governed.

contract

An agreement between persons which obliges each party to do or not to do certain
things. A contract requires consideration to be legally binding. It can be a verbal
contract or set out in writing. Its terms can be determined, by conduct or a
combination of writing, conversations and/or conduct.

contrave ne

To breach, neglect or refuse to comply with a particular requirement or condition.

cop yr ig ht

A right that gives the author of an artistic work, for a limited period, the exclusive
right to make copies of their work and publish and/or sell those copies. Registration
is not a prerequisite for protection.

co-signa tor ie s

People who, together, share responsibility on behalf of a business by jointly signing
documents or cheques.

co sts (le ga l)

Legal fees or expenses of a party to a transaction or a matter before a Court. On the
determination of a case, the Court has the discretion to award costs and order that a
party pays another party’s legal expenses for the matter. Usually costs are awarded
to the successful party in a dispute and are the subject of formal third party
assessment.

cou nter part

A copy of an agreement signed by the other party.
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cover not e

A document provided by an insurer as evidence of temporary insurance cover
before a formal policy is issued.

credit or

A person or company to whom a debt is owed.

damage s

An amount of money sought or awarded to a party to a contract for compensation
for the loss they have suffered because another party breached the contract.
Usually the damages awarded will be enough to put the injured party in the position
they would have been in had there been no breach.

debtor

A person who owes a debt.

deed

A special type of written agreement. Unlike a contract, it does not require
consideration to pass from one party to another, but must be in writing with copies
exchanged between the parties.

deem ed

To be treated or regarded as.

defamat ion

Publication of false and derogatory statements about another person, without any
justification recognised by law. “Public interest” may be a recognised justification.

defau lt

To fail to meet an obligation when due, such as paying a debt.

demand lett er

A letter usually from a lawyer on behalf of a client that demands payment or some
other action, in respect of a default. Usually a demand letter will set out why the
payment or action is claimed, how it should be carried out (eg. payment in full),
directions for the reply and a deadline for the reply.

disb ur se ment

An “out of pocket expense”, other than legal fees, paid out on behalf of another. In a
lawyer's bill for example, a disbursement may include payments made on lodging
documents or stamp duty, for which reimbursement will be sought.

direct or ’s
guaran tee

A personal guarantee given by a director of a company that she/he will be personally
responsible for a debt or other liability of the company. Usually requested in credit
applications, leases, loans and hire purchase agreements.

disc har ge

To fulfill or be released from an obligation. A debt is discharged when it is paid.

disc lai mer cla u se

A clause which renounces a legal claim.

disc losur e

Giving particular information to another party as required by a contract or legal
process.

disc ret ionar y

When a decision may be made in the course of a transaction at the election of the
party who has the choice based on their discretion. For example, in some
transactions a party would not be able to assign or transfer the benefit of their
agreement to a third party without the consent of the other party. Usually that party
will have a discretion whether to consent or not.

disc ret ionar y
tru st

A trust in which the trustee has full discretion to decide which (and when)
members of a group of eligible beneficiaries is to receive either the income or the
capital of the trust.

dishon o ured

The word used to describe a cheque, which the drawer’s bank will not pay, because
this account lacks sufficient funds.
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dissoluti on

The act of ending, terminating or winding-up a company or partnership.

dividend

A payment to shareholders in a company by way of a distribution of profits.
Dividends may be declared by a company's board of directors out of after-tax profit.

drawin g s

Withdrawals of assets (usually cash) from a business by a sole proprietor or a
partner as an advance on profits.

dut y of care

The obligation of a person to exercise reasonable care in the conduct of an activity.
Breach of a duty of care which causes damage or loss to another may give rise to an
action in negligence.

encu mbranc e

A formal charge or liability on asset – usually on a public register. For example, a
mortgage over land or a registered charge over a company.

endo wm ent

The transfer of money or property (usually as a gift) to a public organisation for a
specific purpose, such as medical research or scholarships.

endur ing p o wer

A power of attorney or guardianship which continues to have effect even if the
donor ceases to be mentally competent. Usually the power of attorney must be
registered to allow the attorney to deal with any land owned by the principal (the
party offering the power on the attorney.

entir e agr ee ment

Many agreements include a provision that has the effect of making the written
document the complete understanding between the parties. This means that any
statements or promises that are not in the written document (but may have been
made by a party to induce the other to enter the transaction) are - subject to any
deliberate false or misleading conduct – not part of the legally binding agreement.

entit y

A business unit – including an individual (sole trader), partnership, a body
corporate, a corporation, an incorporated association or body of persons, a trust or
superannuation fund.

equ it y

The body of legal principles which apply where there may be no relief under the
contract itself or common law. Equitable means being just, impartial and fair. For
example, the concept of “unconscionability” is based in equity to protect people
who are taken advantage of by others in commercial negotiations because they
have some unique disadvantage – such as poor education, health or age.

est op p el

Legal rule, arising in equity, that one cannot make an allegation or denial of fact that
is contrary to one's previous actions or words.

exce ss

In an insurance policy, excess clauses specify that the policyholder will be
responsible for a portion of claims under certain conditions.

exclu si on c lau se

A clause in a contract which attempts to exclude, limit or avoid liability.

exec uto r

A person or persons specifically appointed by a deceased (testator) to administer
their will, to ensure that final wishes are respected.

ex gra tia

An act done when there is no obligation to do so.

expr e ss war rant y

A formal statement made when offering goods for sale which is made for the
purpose of encouraging people to buy those goods.
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F OI / Fr eed om of
Informa tio n

The right of any person to have access to documents held by government agencies,
except those exempted by legislation.

fair dea lin g

The right to legitimate use or reproduction of part or all of copyright material by
someone other than the copyright owner, for defined purposes.

fair ma rket va lue

The hypothetical price that could be obtained for an asset if it were to be purchased
by an informed purchaser at the time the value is to be calculated. Usually
determined by an expert valuer.

fidu ciar y

Normally, the term associated with the obligations of a trustee. A fiduciary has
rights and powers which would normally belong to another person and which he or
she must exercise for the benefit of the beneficiary. A fiduciary must not allow any
conflict of interest to affect their duties towards the beneficiary and must exercise a
high standard of care in protecting or promoting the interests of the beneficiary.
Fiduciary responsibilities exist for persons other than trustees, such as between
solicitor and client and principal and agent or a company director and the
company’s shareholders.

forc e maje ur e

An unexpected event, not caused or contributed to by either party to a contract,
which operates to excuse a party from performing its obligations for an agreed
period of time. An extended force majeure event may give rise to the right to
terminate.

garni shme nt

Proceedings for the attachment of debts or other assets in the hands of a third party
(the garnishee).

go odw ill

Usually defined as the excess price asked for or obtained for the sale of a business
over and above the value of its physical assets. Goodwill is an intangible asset, the
price of which is intended to represent a payment for the future value or
opportunity to be obtained from the existing client base and other assets.

gove rnin g law

The country or state’s laws that will be used to interpret and govern decisions on
the agreement in the event of a breach or contractual dispute. Where the parties are
based in separate countries or states, the governing law clause will usually stipulate
where a party must bring court proceedings if there is a dispute about the
agreement. This raises issues relating to jurisdiction.

guaran tee

A promise or undertaking that a contract or a legal act will be fully carried out, e.g.
that money will be repaid. The person giving the undertaking is called the
guarantor.

hear ing

A proceeding conducted by the court or tribunal to resolve issues or fact and/or
law, in which evidence is usually provided by both parties.

hir e p urc ha se

Where goods are sold with instalment payments required from the purchaser. No
right of ownership is conferred on the purchaser until the last payment due has
been made.

im plied t erm s

Terms that become part of a contract, without having to been stated in the contract
document. Terms may be implied as a legal requirement imposed by legislation,
e.g. “fitness for purpose” under state Sale Of Goods legislation, unless expressly
excluded. Otherwise, terms will only be implied in limited circumstances.
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im plied warrant y

A term, not stated in a contract but which must be fulfilled, that services and related
goods will be fit for the purpose for which they are supplied, unless such warranty
can be lawfully excluded.

incor p orated
assoc iati on

A not-for-profit organisation with a separate legal identity and a structure regulated
by legislation that offers protection to members from legal claims made in
connection with the associations activities.

indemn it y

A promise to stand in the place of or reimburse another party if they suffer loss or
damage in the circumstances that are the subject of the indemnity. Usually this will
relate to compensation for a wrong done, or an expense or loss suffered as a result
of the act or default of another.

indemn it y
insuranc e

Risk protection for activities for which a business is or may be liable.

infrin ge ment

Occurs when someone intentionally or unintentionally uses another’s intellectual
property rights without their permission.

injunct ion

A court order that requires a person to do, or more often to refrain from doing,
something. This is an example of “equitable” relief.

in lie u

In place of.

insolv ent

Unable to pay debts in full as and when they fall due.

intang ible a sset s

Those non-physical assets of a business, which cannot be assigned a definite fixed
value. Including, but not limited to goodwill and all forms of intellectual property.

inst ru ment

A formal legal document in writing.

inte llectua l
pro pe rt y

Abstract property, such as a manuscript or computer software, over which the
owner has legal possession including, but not limited to designs, trade marks,
business names, business methods, know how, patents, copyright and moral rights.

invalid

Not valid. Without legal effect.

invent or y

The value of all the stock of physical items that a business uses in its production
process or has for sale in the ordinary course of its doing business.

invoi ce

Document which sets out the customer charges for goods delivered or work done.

joint and severa l
liabi li ty

Arises as an express term of a contract where, say, several people agree to be liable
for a debt, the party with the benefit of the obligation may sue any or all of those
people.

judg emen t

The final order or set of orders made by a judge after a court hearing, including
reasons that set out the facts and law as applied in the case.

judg emen t debt

The amount awarded to a party to Court proceedings to be paid under a court
order.

(defau lt)
judg emen t

Where the plaintiff is able to enter judgment against a defendant in the absence of a
defence being filed with the Court.
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juri sdi cti on

Determines the authority of a Court to decide matters brought before it. May be
affected by country or inter-state restrictions. May also be determined by subject
matter or money limits.

landlord

A land or building owner who has leased its land or building or a part of the land or
building, to another person or entity. Also know as a lessor.

lea se

An agreement between a landlord and a tenant, for rental of premises. Usually in
writing.

lea sin g fi nance

A common method of acquiring business equipment without capital outlay. The
bank or finance company buys the equipment and leases it to the customer, in
return for regular rental payments for the duration of the lease period.

lea se ho ld

A legal interest in land for a fixed period.

le gally bind ing

Able to be enforced by law.

le gi slat ion

Comprises Acts, regulations or other legal instruments like by-laws, or ordinances
that set out the laws made by parliament or authorities that have been delegated
law making powers.

le ssee

A person who leases property from another.

le ssor

A person who leases property to another.

lett er o f de mand

A notice from a creditor that legal action will be taken if a contractual obligation is
not met.

liabi li ty

Any legal obligation, either due now or at some time in the future. It could be a debt
or a promise to do something. To say a person is liable for a debt or wrongful act is
to indicate that they are the person responsible for paying the debt or paying
compensation for the wrongful act.

lic ensin g of ri ght s

Gives the licensee the right to use (but not own) the rights of the owner (licensor)
upon agreed terms.

lien

The right to hold a person’s property as security for the performance of an
obligation (e.g where money is owed for storage of goods, the storer has a lien over
the goods until paid.)

lim itati on per iod

The period of time which an aggrieved party has to commence a legal proceeding
against another party. The limitation period varies depending on the jurisdiction
and the issue in dispute.

liq uidat ed am o unt

A certain sum, i.e. a stipulated amount, as opposed to a general claim for an
unspecified amount, such as damages, which require expert assessment.

liq uidat ion

The selling of all the assets of a debtor and the use of the cash proceeds of the sale
to pay off creditors, usually facilitated by a court appointed person (liquidator).

liti gat ion

A dispute is in litigation or is being litigated when it has become the subject of a
formal court action or law suit.

mandator y

Having to be strictly complied with.
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mediat ion

The most popular form of alternative dispute resolution, mediation involves the
appointment of a mediator who acts as a facilitator assisting the parties to reach
their own settlement agreement in a structured meeting. The mediator does not
adjudicate the issues in dispute or force a compromise. The result of a successful
mediation is called a settlement.

merc hantab le
qualit y

In the context of goods supplied for resale, means “reasonable quality” or in a
condition good enough to be sold. This is usually implied in most states Sale of
Goods legislation.

min ute s

The official record of a meeting. Minutes are usually prepared by the company
secretary and signed by the chairperson of the meeting or the secretary after board
approval.

mi sre pre sentati on

Making a false statement, either deliberately or unintentionally, to induce someone
to do something they would otherwise not have done, e.g. enter into a contract. A
false and material statement which induces a party to enter into a contract.

mora l ri g ht s

The rights of the creator (not the owner) of an artistic, dramatic or literary work or
film to have their authorship acknowledged and to protect the integrity of the work
or film from material editing or alteration.

mort gag e

A charge over real property (land) or personal property (goods) as security for the
repayment of money borrowed. The creditor to whom the mortgage is made is the
mortgagee, the debtor who makes it is the mortgagor. A mortgage over land should
be registered to protect the mortgagee’s interest.

neg otiat e

To communicate on a matter of disagreement between two parties, with a view to
first listen to the other party's perspective and to then attempt to arrive at a
resolution by consensus.

nomi nal da mag es

Damages of a small amount ordered where a contract has been breached or a right
has been affected, but no material damage results.

nomi nee

A person acting as a buyer on behalf of someone else. Usually an agent. When
dealing with a nominee, it is important to know the scope of their authority.

notic e o f
cu stod ial inte re st

A notice attached to a particular thing to indicate that the thing (be it an artwork,
object, music, film etc) embodies traditional ritual knowledge of a particular
indigenous community, that permission of the custodians of that knowledge has
been sought and given for specific uses and alerting others that the custodians
should be contacted for any other uses of the thing. It is important when an
agreement deals with anything that might contain indigenous objects, knowledge,
culture, language or works.

novati on

Substitute or transfer a new obligation for an old obligation, the effect of which is to
cancel the old obligation and replace it with the novated obligation. For example, if
a person pays a debt owed by a third party to a creditor, the creditor will novate the
debt to the party who pays – the paying party is substituted for the creditor.

oath

A pledge that statements made are true which is made with one's hand on the bible.
Witnesses in court are required to take an oath (or make an affirmation) before
giving evidence.
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offer

An explicit proposal to contract which, if accepted and accompanied by
consideration or an agreed act of part performance, completes the contract and
binds both the person that made the offer and the person accepting the offer to the
terms of the contract.

omb ud sman

A public official appointed to investigate citizens' complaints against the
administrative agencies of government, or against members of a particular
profession.

opt ion

An agreement, often for consideration, which confers the right on a party for the
purchase or sale of something within a stipulated time, in accordance with the
terms of the agreement. For example, a right by a tenant to take up a further lease of
premises, usually under conditions outlined in the original lease.

order

A formal written direction given by the court, which is enforceable against the party
to whom it is directed.

parti es

People, organisations or corporations named in an agreement or involved in a court
case.

partne rshi p

A business organisation in which two or more persons (but not more than 50) carry
on a business together. Partners are each jointly and severally liable for all the debts
of the enterprise, but they also share the profits exclusively.

patent

A formal right which may be registered in respect of a device, substance, method or
process, which is new, inventive and not obvious. Registration of a patent confers a
monopoly right on the patent owner for a certain number of years in the territory
where the patent is registered.

payee

Person to whom payment is addressed or made.

payor

Person making the payment.

pet iti on f or
bankru ptc y

Formal action filed in Court by either a debtor or a creditor to file for bankruptcy.

po we r of attor ne y

A formal written legal document by which one person (the donor) gives another
(the donee) power to represent them or act in their place for certain purposes. May
be subject to restrictions and must be registered to allow for the attorney to deal
with the donor’s land assets (real property).

prec edent

A template used as a guide to preparing a similar type of agreement. It can also refer
to a prior court decision that is authority for a particular legal position or argument.

priv it y of cont ract

A principle that restricts contractual rights and obligations to the immediate parties
to a contract. The effect of this is that, usually, a contract that purports to impose
an obligation or a benefit on a person who is not a party to that contract, is not
enforceable by or against that party.

pro mi sso ry not e

An unconditional, written and signed promise to pay a certain amount of money,
on demand or at a certain defined date in the future.

pro rata

To divide in proportion to a certain or interest or share.

pro pr iet or

Owner
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pro spec tu s

A document in which a corporation sets out the material details of a share or bond
issue and inviting the public to invest by purchasing these financial instruments. It
is a legal requirement that companies that wish to raise money from members of
the public must have an ASIC approved and registered prospectus.

pro xy

Usually, a right to vote which is signed-over to an agent. Proxies are used frequently
at annual meetings of corporations where the right to exercise a vote is proxied
from the shareholder to the agent, who attends and votes on their behalf in
accordance with their direction.

pub li c of fic er

Person appointed to act on behalf of an incorporated association in its public
dealings.

quant um

Amount or extent.

quo ru m

The number of people who must be present at a meeting before business can be
conducted. Without a quorum, decisions are invalid. The number of people
required to make a quorum is determined by the organisation’s constitution.

real pr op ert y

Land

recita ls

The introductory section in an agreement where the parties outline the background
matters that are relevant to their entering into the agreement. It is usually not a
legally binding part of the agreement, but may be considered by a Court when
interpreting the agreement in looking to determine the parties intentions.

rece iver shi p

An arrangement whereby a company is placed under the control of a “receiver”,
who is appointed to investigate and manage its affairs. Receivers are usually
appointed by lenders to companies who secure their loans with documents that
entitled them to appoint a receiver in the event of a default. The receiver usually
has the right to take complete control of the company.

redem pt ion to
recov er

When a borrower (mortgagor) pays back its loan, it has the right to redeem its
interest in the property that was mortgaged from the lender (mortgagee), so that
the property becomes unencumbered.

refer ence rate

A standard interest rate against which the rates for individual credit contracts may
be calculated. In credit contracts the reference rate is often expressed to be the 90
day Bank Bill rate.

reg ulat ion s

Laws which are not made by Parliament, but by authorised bodies to whom the
power to make law is delegated in legislation.

remed y

Redress, make up for a wrong, usually by way of compensation. The right(s)
available to a party to an agreement should the other party breach the agreement.

rep eal

Cancellation of a statute or part of a statute or act.

repr e sentat ion s

Statements or promises made to the other person as a fact. Representations are
often made by one party to entice the other party to enter into an agreement.

rescind

To cancel a contract and place the parties in the same position they would have
been in had there been no contract.
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rest it uti on

Giving back what has been provided (under a contract), stolen, or seized to pay a
debt.

retain er

A contract between a lawyer and his/her client, wherein the lawyer agrees to
represent and provide legal advice to the client, in exchange for money. May also
represent a regular periodic payment for on-going professional services.

revocat ion

Cancelling the effect of a previous act.

rig ht

Entitlements made available by law or arising pursuant to an agreement.

sc hed ule

Usually a list or table accompanying a contract, which sets out information not
contained in the body of the main contract.

sec ur ed cr edit or

A creditor who holds a formal mortgage, charge or lien on the property of the
debtor such that they have a priority over other creditors.

seve rabi lit y

In relation to an agreement, this refers to whether a part of the agreement can be
removed (severed) from the agreement because it is unlawful or unclear, without
invalidating the whole agreement. A severability clause is often included in an
agreement to indicate the intention of the parties that, in the event of a dispute, it a
Court finds a particular clause is invalid, it can be removed and the rest of the
agreement given effect to.

seq ue st rati on
order

In bankruptcy, a Court order that property be seized to satisfy a debt.

sett lo r

The person who formally creates a trust by donating property to be managed and
administered by a trustee, but from which all profits must go to a beneficiary of the
trust.

sha re

A portion of a company bought in exchange for a certificate, the certificate
constituting proof of share ownership. Persons owning shares in a company are
called shareholders. Shareholders are the owners of the companies assets and are
entitled to share in its profits, proportionate to their shareholding and subject to
any restrictions which might be imposed on those shares as set out in the
companies constitution.

sha re ho lder
agre emen t

A contract between the shareholders of the company and the company itself, in
which the relationship of the shareholders is governed. The shareholder agreement
will typically restrict transfer of shares, determine how profits are to be distributed,
set out dispute resolution provisions and prescribe what to do if a shareholder dies.
Shareholder agreements often contain restraint of trade and confidentiality
provisions.

sh eri ff

An officer of the Court responsible primarily for enforcement of court orders.

si lent partn er

A person who invests in a company or partnership but does not take part in
administering or directing the organisation. Usually, he or she will be restricted to
sharing in the profits or losses of the business.

So le trad er

A person who conducts business on their own account, with or without employees.
They are responsible for all the debts of their business and may have to mortgage or
sell their personal assets to pay the debts of their business.
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so lvent

Able to pay debts when they are due.

sp eci fic
perf or mance

A Court ordered equitable remedy, which requires a party to observe their
contractual obligations.

stam p d ut y

A state tax on the transfer of ownership of assets or property, and on leases of
property.

stat us qu o

The existing situation.

stat utor y
declarat io n

Not connected with litigation, a written statement of facts which the person making
it signs and solemnly declares to be true before a person authorised to take
declarations.

sub p oena

An order of a court which requires a person to produce documents to the court or
to be present at a certain time and place.

sub ro gati on

To be placed in the position of another. For example when you pay off someone's
debt you acquire, by subrogation, the rights they had that relate to that debt.

su e

To take legal action.

sun set c lau se

A legal clause that sets out a final date for an event to occur. A party’s failure to fulfil
an obligation by a particular date may lead to termination of the contract.

tax invo ice

A document generally issued by the supplier. It shows the price of a supply,
indicating whether it includes GST and, if so, must show the amount of GST. It
must also show other information, including the ABN of the supplier. Tax payers
must have a tax invoice before they can claim an input tax credit on their activity
statement (except for purchases of $50 or less).

term

The period of time that an agreement operates for.

territ or y

The geographical area that an agreement relates to.

third part y

A person or other legal entity that is not a party to the agreement.

time i s o f th e
essen ce

This expression means that the time(s) specified in the contract are critical to the
agreement. If one party does not comply with the timing requirements of the
contract where time is expressed to be “of the essence”, then the other party may
terminate the agreement and sue for damages for the breach.

trade mar k

Is a letter, number, word, phrase, sound, smell, shape, logo, picture, aspect of
packaging or any combination of these, which is used to distinguish goods and
services of one trader from those of another. If registered as a trademark, it gives
the owner a monopoly to use that mark in the class and territory it is registered.

tru st

An arrangement where property given by a person called the donor or settlor, to a
trustee, for the benefit of another person (the beneficiary or donee). The trustee
manages and administers the property, which may include a business. While legal
ownership vests in the trustee and the effective ownership lies with the
beneficiary(s) and all the profits are held for the benefit or the beneficiary(s).
Commonly used for asset protection and lawful tax planning activities.
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tru ste e

The person who holds property rights for the benefit of another through the legal
mechanism of the trust. A trustee usually has full management and administration
rights over the property but these rights must always be exercised to the full
advantage of the beneficiary. All profits from the property go to the beneficiary
although the trustee is entitled to reimbursement for administrative costs and an
indemnity out of the trust assets for any losses.

tru st acc o unt

A secure bank account where a third party (often lawyers and real estate agents)
deposits money to be held on behalf of other people, subject to strict accounting
rules.

tru st de ed

A document which sets out the rights and obligations of the trustee and
beneficiaries of a trust.

unc onsci onable
cond uct

Action that takes unfair advantage of another party, in a contract or transaction.

underta ke

To promise to do or refrain from doing an act. An undertaking set out in a contract
is an enforceable obligation.

undu e in fluen ce

Actions that take unfair or improper advantage of the weakness of another party to
induce them agree to something.

unju st enri ch ment

A concept recognised by Courts as an equitable remedy, whereby a party can seek
reimbursement from another who has benefitted from the use of their property or
actions without legal justification or appropriate compensation. For example, if a
lender contracts to lend money to a party who takes those funds and gifts them to a
third party, then fails to repay the loan. The lender may have an action against the
party who received the gift, in unjust enrichment.

unliq uidat ed

Undetermined, unascertained, e.g. when damages are left to a jury or an expert to
determine.

unsec ured loan

A loan that is not supported by any collateral or security.

valid

Legally binding or effective.

variati on

A variation clause in a contract sets out how changes can be made to an agreement
after it has been signed. Usually it requires that any changes to an agreement must
be in writing and signed by all parties.

void

Of no legal effect.

voidab le

The law distinguishes between contracts which are void and those which are
voidable. A contract may be void because it is uncertain or it was entered into for an
illegal purpose. In such a case, neither party may enforce the contract. If a contract
is voidable, it may be
voidable at the option of the innocent party affected by the matter giving rise to the
defect.
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waive r

A waiver clause in a contract deals with the assumption that a party that does not
act quickly on another party’s breach, by enforcing the agreement at that time, gives
up its rights to seek compliance with the terms of the agreement in the future.
Usually, a waiver clause in a contract will allow an innocent party to proceed for a
period following the breach and “reserve their right” to take action at a later date.

warrant y

An assurance or representation, forming part of a contract where one party
promises that a certain fact is true. A warranty may be express or implied. A
warranty is often coupled with an indemnity to protect the party relying on it from
any consequences that arise by virtue of the warranty being breached.

wit ho ut pr ejud ice

A statement (including an offer to settle a dispute) that is not intended to affect the
legal rights that either party may have. For example, if one party proposes a solution
to a dispute in a letter to the other party, and says that the offer is “without
prejudice”, it means that the offer cannot be relied on as evidence in those
proceedings and cannot be taken to be an admission or concession that reflects on
the merits of the underlying dispute.

Peter Eng li sh is a mentor in the Springboard program and a founding partner of Surry Partners
Lawyers, a specialist commercial legal practice based in Sydney, Australia. Peter advises clients
in areas of fashion, publishing, licensing of copyright and technology, capital raising and the
sale of purchases of businesses. Peter holds both a Bachelor of Economics and Law from
Sydney University. He is admitted to practice in the High Court of Australia and the Supreme
Court of New South Wales and is a member of the Law Council of Australia.
www.surrypartners.com.au

DISCLAIMER: This information is not intended as, and does not constitute, legal advice and
relates to Australia only. This glossary contains general information only. It is not an exhaustive
list and is proposed as a guide only. It is not intended to be given as advice and should not be
relied upon as such. Surry Partners Lawyers recommends that before taking any legal action in
reliance on it, you should consider the need to obtain your own independent legal advice.
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